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a b  s  t  r a  c t
Research at  the  nexus of operations  management and  information  systems  suggests  that  manufactur-
ing  plants may  benefit  from the  utilization  of information  systems for  collaborating  and  transacting  with
suppliers  and  customers.  The objective  of this study  is to examine  the  extent  to  which  value  generated by
information  systems  for  collaborating  versus transacting  is contingent  upon  demand volatility. We ana-
lyze  a  unique  dataset  assembled  from  non-public  U.S.  Census  Bureau  data  of manufacturing  plants.  Our
findings  suggest  that  when  faced  with  volatile  demand,  plants employing information  systems for  col-
laborating  with suppliers and  customers  experience  positive and  significant benefits to performance,  in
terms  of both labor productivity  and  inventory turnover.  In contrast, results  suggest  that plants  employ-
ing  information  systems  for  transacting  in volatile  environments  do  not  experience  such  benefits.  Further
exploratory analysis  suggests that  in the  context  of demand volatility,  these  two  distinct  dimensions  of
IT-based  integration  have  differing performance implications  at  different  stages of the  production  process
in terms  of raw-materials  inventory  and  finished-goods  inventory,  but  not  in terms  of work-in-process
inventory.  Taken  together,  our study  contributes  to  theoretical  and  managerial  understanding  of  the
contingent value  of information  systems in  volatile demand  conditions in the supply  chain  context.
© 2013  Elsevier B.V.  All  rights  reserved.
1. Introduction
Increasing turbulence in  the business environment has focused
attention on organizational agility for business performance. In
supply chains, such turbulence or environmental uncertainty char-
acterized by demand volatility can introduce a range of problems
including diminished service levels, reduced product revenues,
increased stockouts, and lower profit margins (Kulp et al., 2004).
Uncertainty can also result in  a bullwhip effect as demand vari-
ability impacts are amplified in the form of higher inventory levels
across the supply chain (Lee et al., 2004).
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Information technology (IT) has emerged as a strategic resource
for addressing the challenge of volatile demand conditions. In par-
ticular, IT provides capabilities for agility in  volatile conditions by
increasing visibility in  the supply chain. For example, the IT system
linking P&G (Proctor and Gamble) to Wal-Mart’s distribution cen-
ters automatically alerts P&G to pending stockouts, informing P&G
about when to make and ship products to Wal-Mart stores. Not only
does this help P&G reduce inventories, it also enables Wal-Mart’s
strategy of “low, everyday prices” (Wailgum, 2010). This example
of IT-enabled interorganizational processes for supply chain collab-
oration illustrates the symbiotic nature of operations management
(OM) and information systems (IS) in  practice.
Although such practical examples suggest a role of  IT in  the sup-
ply chain under volatile conditions, from a  scholarly perspective,
the lack of cross-fertilization between the OM and IS literatures
(Venkatesh, 2010)  has left open a gap in empirical evidence
(Table 1). The contingent effect of uncertainty on the performance
impact of various operations strategies has been studied by  OM
researchers (Table 1,  Column A). A firm or plant perspective has
been adopted in some studies (Anand and Ward, 2004; Inman et al.,
2011), including analysis of how uncertainty moderates the asso-
ciation between decision integration (between manufacturing and
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Table  1
Prior research—moderating effect of environmental uncertainty.
Context Key independent variable
Operations strategy (A) Information technology (B)
Firm/plant Moderating effect
• Manufacturing flexibility (Anand and Ward, 2004)
•  Decision integration (O’Leary-Kelly and Flores)
No moderating effect
• Agile manufacturing (Inman et al.,  2011)
Moderating effect
•  IT capability (Lu and Ramamurthy, 2004)
•  IT leveraging competence (Pavlou and El  Sawy, 2006)
•  Strategic IT alignment (Tallon and Pinsonneault, 2011)
Mixed support for moderating effect
•  IT investment (Li and Ye, 1999)
• Interorganizational systems (Sila, 2010)
No  moderating effect
• IT capital (Melville et  al., 2007)
Supply  chain Moderating effect
• Supply chain relationship quality (Fynes et al.,  2004)
• Supply chain integration (Germain et al., 2008)
•  Supply chain integration (Wong et al., 2011)
No moderating effect
• Integration (Koufteros et al., 2005)
No moderating effect
• E-collaboration (Rosenzweig, 2009)
Note: Shaded cell indicates knowledge gap.
marketing) and perceived profitability (O’Leary-Kelly and Flores,
2002).
Other researchers have adopted a  supply chain focus, some
finding that the performance impacts of integration dimensions
(e.g., supplier–customer relationships) are not moderated by
environmental uncertainty (Koufteros et al., 2005). In  contrast, a
positive moderating effect of demand uncertainty was found for
the link between supply chain relationship quality and perfor-
mance (Fynes et al., 2004).  Likewise, a  positive moderating effect of
environmental uncertainty was found for the association between
customer integration and operational performance (Wong et al.,
2011). Different drivers of process variability and financial perfor-
mance were found to depend on demand predictability (Germain
et al., 2008). Taken together, the literature presents mixed evidence
of the moderating role of uncertainty on the performance impacts
of operations strategies.
Regarding IT (Table 1, Column B), the moderating effect of uncer-
tainty on the performance impact of IT has been studied by IS and
OM researchers, with the firm or plant being the primary context.
For example, there is evidence for a  positive moderating effect of
environmental volatility on the association between the strategic
alignment of IT and firm performance (Tallon and Pinsonneault,
2011). Similarly, environmental dynamism was found to positively
moderate the impact of IT investment on firm performance in  terms
of return on sales but not return on assets (Li and Ye, 1999). Other
studies found no support or unclear support for a moderating effect
of environmental dynamism on performance (Melville et al., 2007;
Sila, 2010).
One study using a supply-chain orientation analyzed the asso-
ciation between e-collaboration and performance, as well as the
moderating effect of various contextual factors such as product
complexity, environmental munificence, and market variability
(Rosenzweig, 2009). The results indicated that market variabil-
ity was not a significant moderator of the association between
e-collaboration and operational performance. While the study
yielded new insights about IT in supply chain contexts, many gaps
remain regarding the moderating role  of demand volatility on  the
IT-supply chain relationship and subsequent performance implica-
tions. First, we do not understand how value from different types of
IT, such as IT for collaborating versus IT for transacting are moder-
ated by demand volatility. This responds to frequently mentioned
calls in prior research to  disaggregate IT into more meaningful com-
ponents (Aral and Weill, 2007; Bharadwaj et al., 1999; Devaraj and
Kohli, 2003). Second, understanding is  scant regarding moderating
phenomena related to different demand patterns and uncertain-
ties in the supply chain context (Rai et al., 2006), particularly with
respect to two key performance metrics: inventory and productiv-
ity. Third, knowledge is limited regarding dynamic capabilities in
the IT and supply chain context. Finally, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no study has examined these phenomena using plant-level
data with upstream and downstream perspectives, an approach
that  can provide new theoretical and practical insights. Indeed, as
Yao and Zhu note (2012, p. 1053), “. . .although industry-level data
analysis has been proved useful by prior studies, such aggregate
data fall short of providing the granularity needed to  investigate
what exactly happens between firms in  a  supply chain”.
Our objective in  this study is  to conduct interdisciplinary
research that extends the OM and IS literatures by examining the
relationships between IS for supply chain collaboration, demand
volatility, and performance. To examine these relationships, we
analyze a  unique dataset that comprises a  broad 21-industry
sample of U.S. manufacturing plants, enabling us to address the fol-
lowing research question: What is the association between plant
performance and IS used for transactions versus IS used for collab-
oration under varying conditions of demand volatility?
Building on the theory of dynamic capabilities (Teece et al.,
1997), this paper extends OM  and IS research by analyzing how
the value of IT used for collaborating versus transacting in  the sup-
ply chain context is differentially impacted by demand volatility.
Specifically, what is new to the literature is  (1) a conceptual plu-
ralism that builds on theoretical knowledge from the OM and IS
literatures to develop a  research model; (2) a quantitative empirical
analysis of new relationships focusing on how IT is  used in supply
chains using a  unique and robust dataset; and (3) an evaluation
of these new relationships across two  dimensions of operational
performance. Our paper is also beneficial to practitioners, helping
managers to  understand what types of IT applications in  the sup-
ply chain can ameliorate problems arising from volatile demand
conditions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present theory and hypotheses. Section 3 describes the research
design and methodology. In Section 4 we present our  empirical
results. Finally, in  Section 5 we summarize our findings and con-
tributions and describe limitations and future research directions.
2. Theoretical development and hypotheses
2.1. Demand volatility and mitigation of negative impacts
Demand volatility, defined as inconsistent, unstable, or high-
variance demand for a  company’s goods and services, is a
major contributor to overall environmental uncertainty and has
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been identified as an important factor influencing supply chains
(Germain et al., 2008). Demand volatility can have many nega-
tive effects on firms, degrading customer service levels, reducing
product revenues, and hampering overall operational and financial
performance (Germain et al., 2008; Kulp et al., 2004). Many of these
effects arise from distortion in  production information as demand
data is passed upward in  the supply chain. Ultimately, volatility
may  engender a  “bullwhip effect” as firms build safety stocks to
buffer demand variations that occur due to economic shocks, pro-
motions, and other factors (Lee et al., 2004).
A common mitigation mechanism of the negative impacts of
demand volatility is  enhanced information sharing. However,
results from theoretical models of the value created through infor-
mation sharing under varying demand conditions are mixed (Li
et al., 2005). For example, an upper bound may  exist on the value
of information sharing when demand is known, and speeding the
physical flow of goods may  be more valuable than enhancing infor-
mation flow (Cachon and Fisher, 2000). Information sharing may
also be of limited value when parameters of the demand process
are known to both parties, because manufacturers can forecast
demand without information from retailers (Raghunathan, 2001).
Other theoretical models indicate that the value of information
sharing can be higher when demand variance is higher (Lee et al.,
2000). Taken together, these studies suggest that depending on the
context, information sharing can be valuable in  a  volatile demand
environment.
In contrast, there can be a  reverse effect present in the IT value
and demand volatility relationship (Li et al., 2005). The value of
information sharing can be  mitigated by  demand variance (Chen,
1998), and can be higher when there is less variance in demand
(Gavirneni et al., 1999; Schouten et al., 1994)  or  when demand is
more correlated across time periods (Lee et al., 2000; Raghunathan,
2003). There are situations under changing demand conditions
where sharing information is  harmful to supply chain perfor-
mance, and reducing lead times is  more beneficial (Steckel et al.,
2004; Treville et al., 2004). The breadth of information sharing
between supply chain partners can also negatively affect supply
chain flexibility (Gosain et al., 2005). In sum, there is broad agree-
ment on potential underlying mechanisms and negative impacts of
demand volatility on performance. However, there is  not as much
agreement regarding the role of information sharing in  mitigating
such negative impacts, exacerbated by the scarcity of quantitative
empirical analyses to  inform understanding.
2.2. Information technology in the supply chain for transacting
versus collaborating
In the context of supply chains, the value of IT has been
studied in terms of e-business transactions and their impact on
sales and internal operations (Zhu and Kraemer, 2005). IT for
transactions, including online selling and purchasing, is  an enabler
of performance. However, the mere use of technology is  not a
robust indicator of collaboration in  the supply chain (Sabath and
Fontanella, 2002). In contrast, IT for collaborating (sharing infor-
mation related to design specifications, production schedules, etc.)
represents a  higher level of strategic partnership in  the supply
chain (Sabath and Fontanella, 2002). The role of information shar-
ing in the supply chain is a topic  of great managerial importance
and has been a  focus of research in the IS and OM literatures (e.g.,
Cachon and Fisher, 2000; Devaraj et al., 2007; Mukhopadhyay et al.,
1995). Information is  recognized as an important driver of supply
chain performance by enabling firms to substitute information for
inventory. The types of information shared typically include infor-
mation related to inventory, sales, and production schedules (Lee
and Whang, 2000). Analytical modeling has shown that such infor-
mation sharing can reduce supply chain costs (Cachon and Fisher,
2000). Information exchange between Chrysler plants and their
suppliers in  the early 1990s was  found to  provide operational ben-
efits to  the plants, supporting the notion of benefits from sharing
information in practice (Mukhopadhyay et al., 1995).
As the digital age progresses, the benefits of information shar-
ing may  increase. Recent research has shown that information
exchange in partnerships can mediate the use of electronic busi-
ness interchanges and enhance adaptability in the supply chain
(Malhotra et al., 2007). Such IT-enabled supply chain integration
can positively influence firm performance (Rai et al., 2006). In man-
ufacturing and retail partnerships, the sharing of some types of
information (e.g., store inventory) has been found to  be  relatively
more beneficial than other types of information sharing (Kulp et al.,
2004).
In  this study, we  combine the idea of examining the impact
of demand volatility on the value of IS in  the supply chain con-
text with the idea that different underlying mechanisms may  be
at play across IT used for transacting versus IT used for collabo-
rating (i.e.,  information sharing-based partnerships). Accordingly,
we define two  constructs that capture different applications (uses)
of interorganizational IS. First, we define IT for transactions with
suppliers and customers (ITT) as the use of IT for transactional pur-
poses (e.g., online ordering). Second, we define IT for information
partnering with suppliers and customers (ITIP) as the use of  IT for
various dimensions of collaboration through information sharing
(e.g., information sharing of production schedules and design spec-
ifications). Thus, ITIP captures the use of IT at a  more collaborative
level than mere transactional use represented by ITT (Sabath and
Fontanella, 2002).
2.3. IT in the supply chain and plant performance
Fig. 1 depicts our conceptual model. Our key theoretical
argument is that while both types of IT use (ITT and ITIP)
Fig. 1. Conceptual model.
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influence performance, the link between IT use and performance
is differently moderated by  demand volatility, based on whether IT
is used for transactions (ITT) versus information partnering (ITIP).
We now explicate our theoretical arguments underlying this con-
ceptual model, and build our hypotheses.
2.3.1. Value of IT for transacting (ITT)
Information technology used for transactions (ITT) targets the
automation of structured and routine processes. Such applications
utilize IT as a substitute for repetitive human effort, improving the
efficiency of transactions. In an inter-organizational setting, such
use of IT helps reduce the costs of transactions between buyers and
sellers, and operational costs within each organization (Srinivasan
et al., 1994). The improvement in transaction timeliness and accu-
racy also enhances worker productivity. Workers become more
productive through the reduction in idle time due to fewer raw
material stockouts and the availability of the right parts. Work-
ers produce higher quality output and perform less rework due to
accurate communication of partner needs, thus improving the effi-
ciency of manufacturing work. In short, through the automation of
inter-organizational transactions and replacement of manual tasks
with electronic communication, the use of ITT can improve labor
productivity.
The use of ITT can also contribute to inventory performance.
IT for transactions enables electronic tracking and regulating the
flow of materials in relation to requirements and the purchasing of
maintenance, repair, and operations (MRO) and raw product parts
(Mukhopadhyay et al., 1995). Electronic ordering and procurement
can help direct suppliers to deliver materials at the appointed
time resulting in improved inventory turnover (Dehning et al.,
2007). Web-based procurement can go even further in  performance
improvement by  helping to reduce search-related costs in  purchas-
ing activities as well as to improve sales and internal operational
efficiencies (Zhu and Kraemer, 2005). Hence:
H1a. The use of IT for transactions with suppliers and customers
(ITT) is positively associated with performance as measured by
labor productivity.
H1b. The use of IT for transactions with suppliers and customers
(ITT) is positively associated with performance as measured by
inventory turnover.
2.3.2. Value of IT for information partnering (ITIP)
As discussed earlier, information partnering through informa-
tion sharing can benefit supply chain members and forms the core
foundation of supply chain collaboration (Lee  and Whang, 2000).
Information-based partnerships enable supply chain members to
informate and transform key business processes (Zuboff, 1985) and
can thus improve the planning of operational tasks and improve
coordination. The more collaborative use of IT can result in a  bet-
ter strategic and functional fit of internal production processes
and external inter-organizational processes, resulting in  positive
performance impacts that include operating flexibility, production
throughput, and labor productivity (Henderson and Venkatraman,
1993; Tallon, 2007).
Information partnering also provides the ability to improve fore-
casts and coordinate inventory and production decisions through
a shared understanding of performance issues (Rai et al., 2006).
ITIP improves supply chain visibility and can help managers opti-
mize the flow of materials and employ inventory management
techniques that might otherwise be difficult. Through enhanced
supply-chain visibility, ITIP  can also facilitate the synchronization
of activities of the supply chain partners (Bharadwaj et al., 2013).
For example, ITIP can facilitate postponement (producing closer
in time to demand) helping to  keep inventory costs low. We thus
hypothesize:
H2a. The use of IT for information partnering with suppliers and
customers (ITIP) is positively associated with performance as mea-
sured by labor productivity.
H2b. The use of IT for information partnering with suppliers and
customers (ITIP) is positively associated with performance as mea-
sured by inventory turnover.
2.4. Contingent value of IT in the supply chain
The value of IT resources must be viewed in  conjunction with the
firm’s competitive environment (Melville et al., 2004). As such, we
draw upon the theoretical framework of Weill (1992) to explicate
how value created from the use of non-homogenous IT components
with supply chain partners (ITT and ITIP) is different under different
conditions of demand volatility.
The theory of dynamic capabilities posits that capabilities that
facilitate re-alignment of resources enable firms to adapt in  volatile
conditions (Teece et al., 1997). As discussed later in more detail,
we posit that ITIP, by improving supply chain visibility and facil-
itating collaboration through closer relationships with customers
and suppliers, provides dynamic capabilities that can help firms
adapt in volatile demand conditions and achieve better perfor-
mance. In contrast, we argue that ITT is unlikely to be a  source of
dynamic capabilities, but is  rather a  commodity-like resource and
may  be  more beneficial in  stable environments. Thus, as research
suggests, turbulent environments, as opposed to  stable environ-
ments, require different IT capabilities for superior performance
(Wade and Hulland, 2004).
2.4.1. Contingent value of IT for transactions (ITT)
The focus of ITT is on the automation of transaction processes
and the improvement of efficiency. Transactional IT relationships
typically do  not involve levels of trust, commitment, or planning
found in collaborative IT relationships. For instance, firms can use IT
for electronic data interchange (EDI) and JIT (just-in-time) without
achieving a level of integration where design and long-term strate-
gic data are shared (Spekman et al., 1998). In a supply chain context,
Dong et al. (2009, p. 23) suggest that the value of “commodity-
like” IT resources that do  not  “meet the RBV (resource-based view)
criteria” diminishes under competition.
ITT is an example of a commodity-like resource that may  be
less valuable in volatile conditions. ITT can facilitate integration of
transactions but  not other elements required to manage volatile
conditions (e.g., strategic planning). ITT can improve performance
in  standard, repetitive processes (Aral and Weill, 2007), but ITT
lacks the ability to  adapt and restructure with volatile demand con-
ditions. Prior research suggests that IT based on efficiency can be
a  “disabler of flexibility” and hinder agility (Knoll and Jarvenpaa,
1994, p.3; Overby et al., 2006) because such use of IT can “auto-
mate the status quo, freezing the organization into patterns of
behavior and operations that resolutely resist change” (Allen and
Boynton, 1991, p. 435). Efficiency-based IT such as ITT can often
result in  operational practices designed to routinize change, which,
in  dynamically changing environments are less beneficial (Kwon
and Watts, 2006). ITT is  thus “inside-out” in nature and its value is
likely to be  stronger in  stable rather than in  turbulent environments
(Wade and Hulland, 2004, p. 126). Because ITT typically does not
involve cross-organizational long-term planning (Spekman et al.,
1998), volatile demand can have detrimental effects on the value
of ITT. As a  result, in volatile demand conditions, the role of ITT in
improving operational performance may  be  diminished.
We have argued in rather general terms for the negative mod-
erating role of volatility on the association between ITT and
performance. Although there may  be nuances between the moder-
ating role of volatility on the two performance measures examined
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in this study (labor productivity and inventory turnover), we posit
that the moderating role of volatility will be observed for both
performance measures. For example, with regard to  labor produc-
tivity, although ITT improves productivity by improving accuracy
and eliminating paperwork, it is less likely to help build agile part-
nerships with trading partners, has negligible impact on planning,
and does little to reduce uncertainty faced by trading partners
in determining future demand. This is  consistent with dynamic
capabilities theory, as IT for transacting does little to enhance
learning, reconfiguration, and transformation (Teece et al., 1997).
With regard to inventory turnover, prior research suggests that
orders are a result of “conjectures by  the buyer” and can “distort
the true dynamics of the marketplace,” exacerbating the bullwhip
effect (Lee and Whang, 2000, p. 4). Hence, ITT may  set forth chain
reactions of ordering for the firm and to the extent that it automat-
ically does so, ITT may  negatively impact inventory performance in
volatile demand conditions. In sum, based on theoretical arguments
derived from the literature and the lack of ITT’s ability to  confer
dynamic capabilities, we argue that the ability of ITT to improve
performance (productivity and inventory turnover) is mitigated by
demand volatility. Hence:
H3a. Demand volatility negatively moderates the association
between IT for transactions (ITT) and performance as measured by
labor productivity.
H3b. Demand volatility negatively moderates the association
between IT for transactions (ITT) and performance as measured by
inventory turnover.
2.4.2. Contingent value of IT for information partnering (ITIP)
As  our literature review suggests, the value created via informa-
tion partnering in the presence of turbulent demand conditions has
yet to be analyzed empirically. Some analytic modeling research
suggests that information sharing across the supply chain is more
valuable when parameters of the demand process are unknown
(Raghunathan, 2001)  or  demand variability is high (Bourland et al.,
1996; Lee et al., 2000). In contrast, it is possible that in changing,
volatile environments, information shared may  be less valuable
as it can be inaccurate, unavailable, or  obsolete (Bourgeois and
Eisenhardt, 1988). As  discussed earlier, some analytic modeling
research also suggests that under high demand variance, the value
of information sharing may  be  limited (Chen, 1998).
We argue that ITIP can be a source of dynamic capabilities (Teece
et al., 1997). ITIP can improve supply chain visibility, helping the
firm to reconfigure its resources in  the face of dynamic, changing
business environments (Gosain et al., 2005). In  turbulent envi-
ronments, ITIP can help firms to develop dynamic capabilities to
enhance alertness, better predict the future, and increase competi-
tiveness (Granados and Gupta, 2013). In volatile conditions, ITIP  can
provide new information to  managers and enhance co-ordination,
integration, learning, reconfiguration, and transformation (Teece
et al., 1997). In turn, the ability of the firm to respond to volatile
demand conditions is likely to be enhanced. For example, electronic
sharing of information with its component suppliers improved
Cisco’s agility to cope with changing demand (Dong et al., 2009).
These information-based partnerships improved Cisco’s ability to
rapidly respond to  demand changes. Increased visibility in the sup-
ply chain facilitated by ITIP helps firms respond to demand changes
and can facilitate more efficient allocation of resources. Thus, in
volatile conditions, ITIP is  likely to help  decision makers explore
alternative courses of action and boost productivity by reducing
waste and creating new options.
ITIP can also help firms better manage inventory in  volatile con-
ditions. First, inventory is  often held to manage uncertainty (Anand
and Ward, 2004). ITIP can provide accurate and timely exchange
of information that mitigates uncertainty in  decision-making and
can  help supply chain managers co-ordinate material movements
between trading partners and reduce inventory costs (Strader et al.,
1999). Second, through IT-based sharing of information with sup-
pliers and customers, firms can better match supply with customer
demand and anticipate changes in  the marketplace (Li et al., 2006).
Third, ITIP can help supply chain participants adapt to changes in
demand through improved scheduling and inventory management
techniques (Kulp et al., 2004). Finally, ITIP can help re-align produc-
tion schedules with more flexibility in manufacturing changeovers
so as to adjust to changes in customer demand and better manage
inventory.
In  sum, in  volatile conditions, the benefits of ITIP can be rein-
forced through improved decision-making, better matching of
supply to  customer demand, improved scheduling and inventory
management techniques, and greater flexibility. Thus ITIP is a  dis-
tinctive source of dynamic capabilities in  the supply chain context
that can play an important role in supporting flexibility, reducing
information asymmetry, and improving operational performance
in  volatile conditions. Conversely, in stable environments, ITIP may
not provide new information and may  be of less incremental value
(Lee  et al., 2000; Melville et al., 2007). Hence, based on the ability
of ITIP  to confer dynamic capabilities in  volatile demand condi-
tions and potentially ameliorate the negative effects of volatility,
we hypothesize:
H4a. Demand volatility positively moderates the association
between IT for information partnering (ITIP) and performance as
measured by labor productivity.
H4b. Demand volatility positively moderates the association
between IT for information partnering (ITIP) and performance as
measured by inventory turnover.
2.5. Exploratory analysis: Disaggregation of inventory
It  is  possible that the moderating role of volatility may be  dif-
ferent based on where in  the value chain inventory is measured. As
Rajagopalan and Malhotra (2001, p. 18) note, “the nature of  vari-
ous stages of inventory is  such that  the rate of improvement may
differ across stages”. We  explore whether the moderating role of
demand volatility is seen at the backend, front end, or in-production
stage of manufacturing. Such an analysis can provide indications of
where investment in  IS may  be more applicable during situations
of volatile demand.
Prior research also motivates us to consider the moderating role
of demand volatility on IT value across disaggregated measures of
inventory. For example, Capkun et al. (2009) find that improvement
to inventory in  the backend (raw material inventory) is the most
important driver of firm performance as measured by earnings and
gross profit. Research has also considered how adoption of  supply
chain management systems differently affects raw materials inven-
tory (RMI), work-in-process inventory (WIPI), and finished goods
inventory (FGI) (Dehning et al., 2007).
We posit that the value generated by ITT and ITIP  at the outward
(front-end and back-end) interfaces with supply chain partners
(RMI and FGI) would be dramatically affected by volatile demand
conditions. Two primary reasons underlie this proposition. First, ITT
and ITIP represent interorganizational use of IT.  Hence, the mod-
erating role of volatility on value from ITT and ITIP is more likely
to  be seen at the front end and backend stage of manufacturing,
consistent with the argument that IT value is  best manifested at
the business process activity nearest the point of application of
IT (Tallon et al., 2000). Second, the management of  RMI  and FGI
requires greater coordination with suppliers and customers than
the management of WIPI (Callen et al., 2000). In contrast, WIPI is
more likely affected by internal process improvements and pro-
duction systems, rather than by interorganizational IT use with
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customers and suppliers (Rajagopalan and Malhotra, 2001). Hence,
in volatile demand conditions, collaborating with customers and
suppliers through IT is  more likely to provide firms with improved
capabilities in managing customer orders and purchasing, and opti-
mizing finished goods and raw material stock as well as backlog. In
line with these arguments and given the lack of prior research, we
posit two exploratory hypotheses:
H5a ((exploratory)).  Demand volatility negatively moderates the
association between IT for transactions (ITT) and performance as
measured by RMI  turnover and FGI turnover.
H5b ((exploratory)).  Demand volatility positively moderates the
association between IT for information partnering (ITIP) and per-
formance as measured by RMI  turnover and FGI turnover.
3. Research design and methodology
Our empirical setting comprises manufacturing plants in  the U.S.
We utilize micro-data from four U.S. Census Bureau (USCB) plant-
level datasets, which have been used in prior research (Atrostic and
Nguyen, 2005; Black and Lynch, 2001): the Census of Manufactures
(CM), Annual Survey of Manufactures (ASM), the Computer Net-
work Use Supplement (CNUS) conducted in  1999, and the Annual
Survey of Plant Capacity Utilization (SPCU). These data sources
provide fine-grained data on IT use and plant performance appro-
priate for our analysis (Appendix A).
3.1. Variables
3.1.1. Dependent variables
We  use performance measures used in prior research (Table 2).
First, labor productivity (LP) is an important measure of process
efficiency and is a  widely used metric of manufacturing operational
performance in the OM and IS literatures (e.g., Banker et al., 2006;
Heim and Peng, 2010; MacDuffie et al., 1996; Melville et al., 2007;
Shah and Ward, 2003). We use total value of shipments as a mea-
sure  of gross output, and total number of employees in  the plant
as our measure of labor (Atrostic and Nguyen, 2005; McGuckin and
Nguyen, 1995). Second, Total inventory (TI), defined as the logged
ratio of the sum of raw-materials, work-in-process, and finished-
goods inventory to  total value of shipments (Lieberman et al., 1999),
is a frequently used performance measure to assess the effective-
ness of lean production practices (Levy, 1997)  and supply chains
(Gunasekaran et al., 2001). Finally, Raw-materials inventory (RMI),
Work-in-process inventory (WIPI), and Finished-goods inventory
(FGI) are defined as the log of the ratio of the respective inventory
component to the total value of shipments (Lieberman et al., 1999).
3.1.2. Independent variables
ITT and ITIP are count-based composite measures (Table 2). ITT
consists of the use of IT by the plant for transactional purposes with
suppliers and customers, while ITIP consists of various dimensions
of information sharing by  the plant with suppliers and customers.
Consistent with prior OM and IS research (e.g., Banker et al., 2006;
Heim and Peng, 2010; Kulp et al., 2004), we  count (sum) the number
of IT for transaction measures (ITT) and IT for information sharing
measures (ITIP) used by  the plant as reported in the CNUS. The
ITT measures are transactional in  nature, while the ITIP measures
are collaborative in nature and are suggestive of a more tightly
coupled IT-enabled integration between the focal plant and its cus-
tomers and suppliers than mere transactional IT use (Sabath and
Fontanella, 2002). Since ITT and ITIP capture how IT is used, our
findings are largely generalizable across eras and are not bound to
specific technologies used in a particular era. Our approach is  also
consistent with research that recommends examination of perfor-
mance implications of IT employing nuanced measures of how IT
is  used, rather than deployment of specific technologies (Devaraj
and Kohli, 2003).
Volatility in demand (VOL) for a plant in  a  given year is measured
as the coefficient of variation of (the log of) plant output (total value
of shipments) over the five years prior to the year of interest. This
measure is  consistent with previous IT-based research involving
volatility (Dewan et al., 2007; Kobelsky et al., 2008).4
3.1.3. Control variables
Capital and materials control for investments in plant, equip-
ment, and materials that may  affect productivity via  substitution
for labor (MacDuffie et al., 1996) and affect inventory levels (Kolias
et al., 2011).5 Plant size  accounts for scale effects on productiv-
ity (Banker et al., 2006) and inventory (Shah and Ward, 2003).
Plant capacity utilization (PCU) may  impact productivity for tech-
nical reasons (Brush and Karnani, 1996), and inventory through
its impact on operations planning (Gunasekaran et al., 2001). AGE
accounts for potential learning curve influences (Shah and Ward,
2003). Industry concentration (CONC) controls for influences of
competition on productivity (Bharadwaj et al., 1999)  and inventory
(Cachon and Olivares, 2010).6 Output growth controls for influ-
ence of change in plant output on inventory levels (Rajagopalan
and Malhotra, 2001).  PROD helps account for influence of product
variety on inventory (Mukhopadhyay et al., 1995). The multiunit
indicator accounts for the potential influence of the number of plant
locations (Rajagopalan and Malhotra, 2001). Other controls for pro-
ductivity are energy (Atrostic and Nguyen, 2005), share of exports
(Wagner, 2002), and worker skill mix  (Berman et al., 1994). Lastly,
industry dummies and location dummies control for industry and
regional idiosyncrasies.
3.2. Empirical models
To test the productivity hypotheses (H1a–H4a), we  estimate:
LP  =  ˇ10 +  ˇ11ITT + ˇ12ITIP +  ˇ13VOL +  ˇ14 (ITT × VOL) +  ˇ15
(ITIP × VOL) +  ˇ1cXp + ε1, where Xp is  the vector of
control variables. To test  H1b–H4b, we estimate:
TI = ˇ20 +  ˇ21ITT + ˇ22ITIP + ˇ23VOL + ˇ24 (ITT × VOL) +  ˇ25
(ITIP × VOL) +  ˇ2cXi + ε2, where Xi is the vector of control
variables. Since the dependent variable is  the (log) ratio of
inventory to  sales, H3b posits a  positive sign on ˇ24, and
H4b posits a negative sign on ˇ25. To test H5, we  esti-
mate: INV =  ˇ0 + ˇ1ITT + ˇ2ITIP +  ˇ3VOL + ˇ4 (ITT × VOL) + ˇ5
(ITIP × VOL) +  ˇcXi + ε;INV is  alternatively RMI, WIPI, and FGI.
3.3. Estimation approach
Since our  dependent variables are continuous, we use the (cross-
sectional) ordinary least squares (OLS) approach to  estimate our
models for the year 1999. While the benefits of cross-sectional
estimation are  well known, panel estimation models account
for potential unobserved heterogeneity across individual units
(Greene, 2003). Moreover, with cross-sectional estimation, the
observed relationships are representative of the population at a
single point in time, and do not account for temporal aspects. In
4 We thank an  anonymous reviewer for insights related to  the measurement of
demand volatility.
5 We follow prior studies (e.g., Atrostic and Nguyen, 2005) and use book values of
capital as a proxy for capital. We use the standard perpetual inventory management
method (Black and Lynch, 2001) to  compute capital if unavailable.
6 CONC is  analogous to four-firm concentration ratio (Bharadwaj et al.,  1999).
Though CONC does not capture concentration ratio precisely, there is  likely high cor-
relation  between our measure and the actual, because the ASM is weighted toward
large plants, is well representative of industries, and accounts for roughly 98% of the
value of shipments in  the entire manufacturing sector (U.S. Census Bureau, 2001).




Labor productivity LP Log(total value of shipments/number of employees)
Total  inventory TI Log(value of total inventory/total value of shipments)
Raw materials inventory RMI  Log(value of raw materials inventory/total value of shipments)
Work-in-process inventory WIPI Log(value of work-in-process inventory/total value of shipments)
Finished-goods inventory FGI Log(value of finished-goods inventory/total value of shipments)
IT  for transactions ITT Count of the following nine binary transactional IT measures. Use of computer networked business processes for: (1)
ordering from  vendors; (2)  payment to vendors; (3) access to vendors’ products or catalogs; (4) online bidding; 5)
using electronic marketplaces; (6) access by  customers to your products or catalogs; (7)  ordering by customers; (8)
payment by  customers; (9)  customer support
IT for information partnering ITIP Count of the following twelve binary information sharing measures. Online information sharing for: (1) design
specifications with external customers; (2) design specifications with external suppliers; (3) demand projections with
external customers; (4) demand projections with external suppliers; (5) inventory data with external customers; (6)
inventory data with external suppliers; (7) production schedules with external customers; (8) production schedules
with external suppliers; (9)  logistics or transportation with external customers; (10) logistics or transportation with
external suppliers; (11) product descriptions or catalog with external customers; (12) product descriptions or catalog
with external suppliers
Volatility VOL Coefficient of variation of log (total value of shipments) of the plant over the five years prior to  the year of interest
Other variables: Log of book value of capital (CAP); log of value of materials used (MAT); log of value of energy used (ENE); actual production/full production capability (PCU);
log  of number of employees (SIZE); Number of years since first appearance of plant in longitudinal business database (AGE); number of non-production workers/number of
production workers (SKILL); log [value of exports/total value of shipments] (EXP); multi-unit firm: 1  if plant is  part of multi-unit firm, 0  otherwise (MU);difference in (log)
total  value of shipments from previous year to current year (GROW); number of products shipped by plant (PROD); ratio of total value of shipments of the top four plants
in  the industry to sum of total value of shipments of all  plants in ASM in same 3-digit NAICS industry (CONC); industry dummies at 3-digit NAICS level (IND); dummies for
Census  region of plant location (Midwest, South, West). Northeast is base (LOC); time dummies for 2000 and 2001 (1999 is  base year) (TIME). We  used a 10% depreciation rate
for  capital (Bischoff and Kokkelenberg, 1987),  and Census-provided deflators (at 6-digit NAICS level) for energy, inventory, capital, and shipments deflating current prices to
1997  prices.
longitudinal analyses, it is  possible to capture changes occurring
within plants across time and to make inferences that are not as
sensitive to between-plant variation (Greene, 2003). Hence, to add
robustness to our cross-sectional estimations, we  extend our anal-
ysis and estimate panel regressions.7
Our rich dataset allows us to estimate panel models. With the
exception of the IT variables,8 all the variables are available for mul-
tiple years from 1999 to 2001. Consistent with prior research in
economics and IS (Black and Lynch, 2001; Bresnahan et al., 2002;
Brynjolfsson et al., 2002; Joshi et al., 2010; Ramirez et al., 2010),
we extend the CNUS data by assuming that  plant IT usage reported
in the 1999 CNUS is  the same in 2000 and 2001. By doing so, we
are able to construct a  longitudinal dataset, consistent with recom-
mendations in prior IS literature (Banker et al., 2006; Devaraj and
Kohli, 2003; Melville et al., 2004; Srinivasan et al., 1994). This data
extension method is  reasonable for several reasons that we sum-
marize here and detail in Appendix C: (1) e-business systems and
their deployments are important IT investments that require con-
siderable time for planning and implementation; (2) use of multiple
items suggests that it is very unlikely that over the relative short
span of extension (2000, 2001), a  plant’s use of IT would change
significantly; (3) no significant quality change in  e-business tech-
nology took place during 1999–2001; and (4) system factors such
as those that we  consider here have been shown to evolve simul-
taneously over time (e.g., Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2003).
Our  panel estimations, detailed in  Appendix D,  employ fixed-
effects (FE) models which account for plant-level heterogeneity
(Greene, 2003). To estimate the coefficients of (time-invariant)
ITT and ITIP, we  use Hausman–Taylor (HT) models (Hausman and
Taylor, 1981).
In sum, our approach consists of estimating OLS, FE, and HT
models. The panel models (FE and HT) serve to add robustness to
our cross-sectional estimations. For each model, we first report the
7 We thank an anonymous reviewer for insights related to  the use of cross-
sectional versus panel estimation.
8 The ASM and SPCU data were collected annually in years 1999–2001; the CNUS
IT  data were collected in  1999 (Appendix A).
model without interaction terms and then the model with interac-
tion terms.
4. Results
Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics and correlations for the
productivity model.9We  note that volatility is  negatively correlated
with labor productivity and positively correlated with inventory
(Appendix B), similar to prior research (Anand and Ward, 2004;
Anderson et al., 2000).
4.1. Value of ITT and ITIP under volatile demand conditions
Table 4 shows cross-sectional and panel results for the pro-
ductivity models. The coefficients of ITT and ITIP are statistically
non-significant (column 1), providing no support for H1a and
H2a.10 In contrast, consistent with H3a, we find that the interaction
of ITT and VOL is  negative and statistically significant (ˇ14 = −1.046,
p <  0.05).11 Conversely, the interaction of ITIP and VOL is positive
and statistically significant, supporting H4a (ˇ15 = 0.628, p < 0.05).
An F-test of joint significance of the interaction terms is  rejected
(p <  0.01), suggesting rejection of the null that the interaction terms
are jointly zero. In line with prior research (Anderson et al., 2000),
VOL has a  negative and significant coefficient.12 The results are
similar in  cross-sectional and panel models.
Estimation results for the total inventory model (Table 5) show
that the coefficients of ITT and ITIP are non-significant (p > 0.10);
9 Statistics for the Inventory models (Appendix B)  are similar. The samples are
fairly well representative of the population in 3-digit NAICS manufacturing indus-
tries. The  industry-wise sample distributions of plants are available from the authors
on  request.
10 Examining the marginal effects using estimations from the full model in column
2  also provides no support for H1a and H2a.
11 Though we interpret the  cross-sectional model estimates, the hypotheses results
are qualitatively similar in the panel models.
12 Other control variables are also, in general, in expected directions. For exam-
ple, Capital and Materials have positive coefficients. The negative sign of Size is
expected since, like prior research (Atrostic and Nguyen, 2005), we  have Labor in
the denominator of the dependent variable. The  net coefficient of (log) Labor is
(1 − 0.699) =  0.301.
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Table  3
Summary statistics and correlations for productivity model.
Mean SD 1  2  3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 LP 5.58 0.77 1
2  ITT 2.63 2.08 0.001 1
3  ITIP 2.20 2.42 −0.01 0.46* 1
4  Volatility 0.03 0.01 −0.12* −0.01  −0.03  1
5  Capital 10.36 1.38 0.35* 0.15* 0.09* −0.09* 1
6  Materials 10.62 1.39 0.59* 0.13* 0.09* −0.18* 0.74* 1
7  Energy 6.76 1.33 0.33* 0.08* 0.02 −0.16* 0.83* 0.69* 1
8  PCU 0.68 0.21 0.18* −0.07* −0.09* −0.20* 0.17* 0.21* 0.24* 1
9  Size 5.92 0.98 −0.03 0.19* 0.19* −0.17* 0.72* 0.68* 0.63* 0.13* 1
10  Multiunit 0.95 0.23 0.13* 0.02 0.01 −0.04* 0.23* 0.20* 0.22* 0.04* 0.16* 1
11  Plant age 24.23 6.07 −0.01 0.05* 0.07* −0.06* 0.14* 0.07* 0.14* −0.01 0.12* 0.07* 1
12 Share of exports −2.79 1.71 −0.1* 0.06* 0.08* 0.04* 0.04* −0.04* −0.02 −0.1* 0.04* −0.00 −0.04*  1
13 Skill ratio −1.43 0.68 0.01 0.03 0.04* 0.11* −0.09* −0.12* −0.2* −0.2* −0.1* −0.02  0.01 0.24* 1
14 Concentration 0.06 0.05 0.14* 0.06* 0.04* 0.06* 0.13* 0.15* 0.04* −0.03 0.12* 0.05* −0.02 0.06* 0.11*
Notes: (1) *Denotes significance at  ˛ = 0.05. (2) The minimum and maximum values are not reported because the U.S. Census Bureau prohibits their disclosure. (3) year = 1999;
n  = 3032.
thus H1b and H2b are not supported. However, consistent with
H3b, the interaction of ITT and VOL is positive and statistically sig-
nificant (ˇ24 = 1.642, p <  0.05). Also, the interaction of ITIP and VOL
is negative and statistically significant (ˇ25 =  −1.488, p <0.01), sup-
porting H4b. Again, an F-test of joint significance of the interaction
terms is rejected (p <  0.01), suggesting rejection of the null that the
interaction terms are jointly zero. Finally, VOL has a  positive and
statistically significant coefficient, in line with the argument that
plants facing high volatility in demand tend to  have higher inven-
tory to buffer against the effects of volatility (Anand and Ward,
2004). Results are similar in cross-sectional and panel models.
Taken together, we  find strong support for H3 and H4, whereas
H1 and H2 are not supported. Per our estimates, in high-volatile
demand conditions, a  plant high on ITIP experiences, on aver-
age, a reduction of approximately 0.2 in TI, i.e., a  reduction in the
total inventory to sales ratio of 1/exp(0.2) or approximately 18%
compared to a plant low on ITIP. Similar interpretation of the pro-
ductivity estimation suggests that  plants high in ITIP enjoy, on
average, a 9.5% increase in  productivity in  high volatile demand
conditions. This suggests that the moderating role  of volatility is
also economically significant. Similar interpretations of the ITT
interaction terms show that VOL negatively moderates the ITT-
performance relationship.
4.2. Exploratory analysis results: Disaggregation of inventory
Table 6 shows results for our exploratory analysis. The inter-
action of ITT and VOL is positive and statistically significant for
RMI  (ˇ4 = 1.42, p <  0.05) and FGI (ˇ4 = 4.38, p <  0.05), while it is  non-
significant for WIPI (p >  0.10). Similarly, the interaction of ITIP and
VOL is negative and statistically significant for RMI  (ˇ5 =  −1.58,
p < 0.05) and FGI (ˇ5 = −4.39, p <  0.01), while it is non-significant
for WIPI (p > 0.10). An F-test of joint significance of the interaction
terms rejects the null in the RMI  model (p < 0.05) and the FGI model
(p < 0.01), but does not reject the null in  the WIPI model (p >  0.10).
Taken together, these results support H5a and H5b, in line with our
theory that the moderating effect will be  observed at the plant’s
outer interfaces (RM and FG) rather than at WIP. Notably, in  cross-
sectional estimations, the ITT coefficient is negative and significant
for RMI  (ˇ1 = −0.03, p  < 0.05) and FGI (ˇ1 = −0.05, p <  0.10), but not
significant for WIPI (p >  0.10).
4.3. Robustness checks
First, we conduct several sensitivity analyses on the indepen-
dent and dependent variables. To assess the sensitivity of ITT  and
ITIP to the inclusion of particular measures, we experiment by
dropping some measures and re-analyzing. The results remain
unchanged suggesting that a  small number of measures are not
driving the results. Also, although we treat ITT and ITIP  as for-
mative (use of any measure does not imply use of others) and
hence not subject to tests of internal consistency (Diamantopoulos
and Winklhofer, 2001), the Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients
are  above the threshold of 0.7 (Nunnally, 1967). The findings are
unchanged when we  separately standardized and de-meaned the
measures comprising ITT and ITIP. We also obtain similar results
when we calculated VOL over the previous three (rather than five)
years. We believe, however, that a five-year period better cap-
tures variability in demand. Another concern is  that IT may  only
be accessed by a  part of the workforce. In the absence of a direct
count of workers with access to  ITT and ITIP, we re-estimate the
productivity models separately using two proxies: Percent of  plant
employees with access to  any kind of internet; and the number
of non-production workers. Both yield the same inferential result
patterns.
Second, given the unbalanced panel and the use of FE mod-
els, sample bias is a potential concern. To address this, we follow
Wooldridge’s (2002) method, which suggests that sample bias is
not  problematic if the selection is uncorrelated with the idiosyn-
cratic error. We  re-estimate the FE  models by adding a  selection
indicator with a one-period lag (Wooldridge, 2002). This variable
models the presence of plants by indicating which years are miss-
ing for each plant.13 The indicator is  statistically non-significant,
suggesting no sample imbalance bias (Wooldridge, 2002). Third,
a potential concern is  our relatively large sample size since very
large samples increase the likelihood of statistically significant
coefficients. We  take two steps to address this. We re-estimate
our models using smaller-sized subsamples (e.g., roughly 165
plants) drawn randomly from industries in the same proportion as
the population. The findings remain unchanged. We  also conduct
out-of-sample comparison tests on multiple subsamples. Regres-
sion estimates from particular subsamples are used to predict the
dependent variable for other subsamples. T-tests show no signifi-
cant difference in  the means of the predicted and actual values.
Fourth, a  positive correlation between the outputs of plants in
the same firm would add support to the demand volatility thesis,
whereas a negative correlation may  suggest redistribution within
the firm. Hence, we examine the correlation in yearly change in
total value of shipments for the three largest plants of each firm in
13 Following Wooldridge (2002) and Nijman and Verbeek (1992), we  estimated
the panel regression and identified plants not included in the estimation, coding
the selection indicator for them as 0 (and 1 if included). Then, estimations were
run including the lagged indicator in the model. The  indicator was statistically non-























































Results of productivity models.
Dependent Variable = LP
Cross-sectional models (Year 1999) Panel models (Years 1999–2001)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  (6)
OLS (without interactions) OLS (with interactions) FE  (without interactions) FE (with interactions) HT (without interactions) HT (with interactions)
ITT 0.001 (0.004) 0.001 (0.004) −0.018 (0.459) −0.037 (0.46)
ITIP  0.001 (0.003) 0.001 (0.003) 0.345 (0.313) 0.359 (0.316)
Volatility  −3.915*** (0.950) −2.892*** (1.120) −0.912*** (0.181) −0.975*** (0.329) −0.910*** (0.238) −0.973** (0.431)
ITT  × Volatility −1.046** (0.490) −0.253** (0.108) −0.253* (0.141)
ITIP  × Volatility 0.628** (0.266) 0.312*** (0.098) 0.312** (0.128)
Capital 0.126*** (0.013) 0.128*** (0.013) 0.030* (0.017) 0.032* (0.017) 0.031 (0.022) 0.033 (0.022)
Materials  0.557*** (0.015) 0.556*** (0.015) 0.391*** (0.008) 0.390*** (0.008) 0.391*** (0.011) 0.389*** (0.011)
Energy  −0.005 (0.012) −0.006 (0.012) 0.090*** (0.009) 0.089*** (0.009) 0.090*** (0.012) 0.089*** (0.012)
Plant  capacity utilization 0.126*** (0.038) 0.126*** (0.038) 0.180*** (0.018) 0.181*** (0.018) 0.180*** (0.023) 0.181*** (0.023)
Size  −0.698*** (0.014) −0.699*** (0.014) −0.685*** (0.016) −0.686*** (0.016) −0.684*** (0.021) −0.685*** (0.021)
Multiunit 0.047* (0.028) 0.046* (0.028) 0.026 (0.043) 0.024  (0.043) 0.021 (0.056) 0.019 (0.056)
Plant  age −0.002* (0.001) −0.002* (0.001) 0.001 (0.006) 0.002 (0.006) −0.001 (0.006) −0.001 (0.006)
Industry  concentration 1.176 (0.909) 1.106 (0.948) −1.093*** (0.299) −1.079*** (0.299) −1.093*** (0.392) −1.079*** (0.392)
Skill  ratio −0.023** (0.011) −0.024** (0.011) −0.060*** (0.009) −0.060*** (0.009) −0.060*** (0.012) −0.061*** (0.012)
Share  of exports −0.020*** (0.005) −0.020*** (0.005) −0.017*** (0.003) −0.017*** (0.003) −0.017*** (0.004) −0.017*** (0.004)
F-statistic or wald chi-square (2) 188.44*** 183.36*** 76.36*** 71.69*** 3763.32*** 3734.17***
Prob  > F or Prob >  2 p <  0.0001 p < 0.0001 p <  0.0001  p <  0.0001 p <  0.0001 p < 0.0001
R-square 0.776 0.778 0.44 0.446
Akaike  Information Criterion (AIC) 2539.098 2507.962 −14086.16 −14248.82
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 2761.726 2742.624 −13993.48 −14141.89
2/F-test of  null  that interaction
terms are jointly zero (p-value in
parentheses)
4.66*** (0.009) 16.47*** (0.0000) 6.79** (0.033)
Plants  (n) 3032 3032 3795 3795 3795 3795
Plant-year observations (N)  9217 9217 9217 9217
Are  instruments valid? (Hausman
test)
Yes Yes
Hausman  test statistic See note no. 6 See note no. 6
Sargan  over-identification test
statistic (p-value in parentheses)
2.670 (0.263) 2.466 (0.292)
Notes: (1) Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors in parentheses. (2) Significant at  *(p < 0.1), **(p <  0.05), and ***(p < 0.01) level. (3) Estimates for industry and location dummies (in OLS and HT models) and time dummies
(in  FE and HT models) are omitted for brevity. (4) To facilitate interpretation, we  mean-centered the continuous variable (Volatility) before interaction (Aiken and West, 1991). (5) The Hausman test is based on  the null of validity
of  instruments. The Sargan test is based on the null of validity of over-identifying restrictions. (6) In this case, the Hausman test statistic is negative. Per Per Greene (2003, p. 83),  in case of a  negative Hausman test statistic, we























































Results of total inventory models.
Dependent variable =  TI
Cross-sectional models (Year 1999) Panel models (Year 1999–2001)
(1)  (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
OLS  (without interactions) OLS (with interactions) FE (without interactions) FE (with interactions) HT (without interactions) HT (with interactions)
ITT −0.010 (0.007) −0.010 (0.007) 0.634 (0.677) 0.620 (0.676)
ITIP  −0.0005 (0.006) −0.0001 (0.006) −0.006 (0.350) −0.001 (0.347)
Volatility  3.922*** (1.454) 3.177* (1.857) 6.429*** (0.735) 5.634*** (1.141) 6.499*** (0.663) 5.113*** (1.015)
ITT  × Volatility 1.642** (0.669) 1.411*** (0.344) 1.288*** (0.304)
ITIP  × Volatility −1.488*** (0.546) −1.039*** (0.313) −0.690** (0.277)
Capital 0.029 (0.020) 0.027 (0.020) −0.168*** (0.059) −0.172*** (0.059) −0.100** (0.044) −0.099** (0.044)
Materials −0.121*** (0.021) −0.121*** (0.021) 0.009 (0.020) 0.009 (0.019) 0.006 (0.019) 0.005 (0.019)
Plant  capacity utilization 0.387*** (0.072) 0.394*** (0.071) −0.033 (0.039) −0.034 (0.039) −0.048 (0.036) −0.050 (0.037)
Size  0.054** (0.026) 0.055** (0.026) 0.105*** (0.037) 0.110*** (0.037) 0.056* (0.033) 0.061* (0.033)
Multiunit 0.016 (0.058) 0.017 (0.058) −0.216* (0.119) −0.212* (0.119) −0.128* (0.105) −0.124* (0.106)
Plant  age 0.008*** (0.002) 0.008*** (0.002) −0.005 (0.013) −0.005 (0.013) −0.003 (0.011) −0.003 (0.011)
Output  growth −0.211*** (0.061) −0.196*** (0.056) −0.401*** (0.018) −0.395*** (0.018) −0.377*** (0.018) −0.375*** (0.018)
Number  of products 0.010 (0.009) 0.011 (0.009) 0.004 (0.011) 0.005 (0.011) 0.004 (0.010) 0.005 (0.010)
Industry  Concentration −0.628 (1.395) −0.522 (1.389) 0.781  (0.850) 0.693 (0.847) −0.096 (0.837) −0.174 (0.838)
F-statistic  or wald chi-square(2) 15.87*** 15.53*** 79.47*** 69.34*** 1011.45*** 1032.45***
Prob  > F or Prob >  2 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001  p < 0.0001  p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p  < 0.0001
R-square  0.162 0.17 0.235  0.241
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  7772.656 7741.909 −4914.93 −4953.61
Bayesian  Information Criterion (BIC) 7992.858 7974.345 −4833.819 −4858.981
2/F-test of null  that interaction
terms are jointly zero (p-value in
parentheses)
4.76*** (0.009) 10.58*** (0.0000) 19.16*** (0.0001)
Plants  (n) 3350  3350 3521 3521 3408 3408
Plant-year  observations (N)  6369 6369 6256 6256
Are  instruments valid? (Hausman
test)
Yes Yes
Hausman  test statistic (p-value in
parentheses)
0.01 (1.000) 0.01 (1.000)
Sargan  over-identification test
statistic (p-value in  parentheses)
0.281 (0.596) 0.34 (0.56)
Notes: (1) Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors in parentheses. (2)  Significant at  *(p <  0.1), **(p < 0.05), and ***(p < 0.01) level. (3) Estimates for industry and location dummies (in OLS and HT  models) and time dummies
(in  FE and HT models) are omitted for brevity. (4) To facilitate interpretation, we  mean-centered the continuous variable (Volatility) before interaction (Aiken and West, 1991). (5) Panel models account for AR1 autocorrelation.























































Results of exploratory analysis: inventory disaggregation.
Raw materials  inventory  Work-in-process  inventory  Finished  goods inventory
Dependent  variable = RMI  Dependent variable =  WIPI  Dependent  Variable  =  FGI
Cross-sectional  (Year 1999)  Panel (Yr  1999–2001)  Cross-sectional  (Year  1999)  Panel  (Yr  1999–2001)  Cross-sectional  (Year  1999) Panel (Yr  1999–2001)
(1) (2) (3) (4)  (5) (6)  (7)  (8) (9)  (10) (11) (12)
OLS OLS HT  HT  OLS OLS  HT  HT  OLS OLS HT HT
ITT  −0.03** (0.01) −0.03**  (0.01) 0.44  (1.29)  0.40  (1.30) 0.001 (0.01)  0.00 (0.01) −3.35  (3.98) −3.40 (3.99)  −0.05* (0.03) −0.05* (0.03) 2.33  (2.63)  2.27 (2.63)
ITIP 0.01  (0.01)  0.01 (0.01) 0.11  (0.61)  0.13  (0.61) 0.01 (0.01)  0.01 (0.01)  2.37  (1.93) 2.39  (1.94)  0.01  (0.02) 0.01(0.02)  0.30  (1.35) 0.32  (1.34)
Volatility 4.32*** (1.60) 4.22**  (2.10)  7.27***  (1.18) 7.17*** (1.81)  8.73*** (2.32)  12.6*** (3.13)  7.31*** (2.44)  8.58**  (3.66) 10.61**  (4.36) 9.39* (5.51)  19.8***  (2.56) 16.6*** (3.92)
ITT × Volatility  1.42**  (0.70)  1.48*** (0.55)  −0.58 (1.12)  1.74  (1.26)  4.38** (1.80)  4.1*** (1.18)
ITIP ×  Volatility −1.58**  (0.68)  −1.43***  (0.50) −1.41 (1.11)  −1.12 (1.07)  −4.39***  (1.67) −2.8***  (1.07)
Capital −0.04  (0.03)  −0.04  (0.03) −0.10 (0.08)  −0.10  (0.08) 0.12*** (0.04)  0.12*** (0.04)  0.23  (0.16) 0.23  (0.16)  −0.09 (0.07) −0.09 (0.07) −0.26 (0.17) −0.26  (0.17)
Materials −0.16*** (0.03) −0.16***  (0.03)  −0.01 (0.03)  −0.01  (0.03) −0.22***  (0.04)  −0.22***  (0.04)  −0.23*** (0.08)  −0.22***  (0.08) −0.41*** (0.08)  −0.41***  (0.08)  0.04  (0.07) 0.04  (0.07)
Plant capacity  utilization  0.30*** (0.10)  0.31*** (0.10)  −0.06 (0.07)  −0.07  (0.07) 0.23 (0.14) 0.24* (0.14)  0.18  (0.17) 0.17  (0.17)  1.03*** (0.25) 1.05*** (0.25)  0.25*  (0.14) 0.26*  (0.14)
Size 0.15*** (0.04) 0.15*** (0.04)  0.03  (0.06)  0.04  (0.06) 0.14*** (0.05)  0.13*** (0.05)  0.17  (0.14) 0.19  (0.14)  0.35*** (0.09)  0.35***  (0.09)  0.07  (0.13)  0.09  (0.13)
Multiunit −0.07  (0.09)  −0.07  (0.09) −0.08 (0.19)  −0.07  (0.19) −0.05 (0.10)  −0.04 (0.10)  0.90** (0.42) 0.90**  (0.42) −0.13 (0.21) −0.13 (0.21)  −0.30 (0.41)  −0.29  (0.41)
Plant age  0.002  (0.003) 0.002  (0.003) −0.01 (0.02)  −0.01  (0.02) 0.01** (0.004)  0.01** (0.004)  0.04  (0.05)  0.04  (0.05)  0.01  (0.01) 0.01  (0.01) −0.04 (0.04) −0.04  (0.04)
Output growth  −0.31*** (0.08) −0.30***  (0.07)  −0.4***  (0.03) −0.39***  (0.03) −0.29***  (0.11) −0.31***  (0.11) −0.31*** (0.09)  −0.31***  (0.09) −0.81*** (0.20)  −0.77***  (0.19)  −1.13***  (0.07)  −1.1***  (0.07)
Number of products 0.01  (0.01)  0.01 (0.01) 0.01  (0.02)  0.02  (0.02) 0.02 (0.02)  0.02 (0.02)  0.01  (0.04)  0.02  (0.04)  0.03  (0.03) 0.03  (0.03) 0.05  (0.04) 0.06  (0.04)
Industry concentration  1.17  (1.45) 1.34  (1.47) 0.15  (1.48)  0.09  (1.49) 0.99 (1.75) 1.48  (1.84)  −3.19  (3.19) −3.13 (3.20)  0.28  (3.97)  0.68  (3.99)  −0.27 (3.24)  −0.50  (3.25)
F-stat/chi-square (2) 9.2  9.22  435.2 447.86 8.68 8.45  163.73  162.09 9.96  9.93 598.44 612.4
Prob >  F  or  Prob > 2 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.000
R-square 0.1  0.102 0.091 0.092 0.11  0.12
Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC)
10275  10256  12127 12127  16342  16317
Bayesian Information
Criterion  (BIC)
10495  10489  12347 12359  16562  16549
2/F-test of interactions
(p-value)
3.46**  (0.03)  11.6*** (0.003)  1.38  (0.25)  3.27  (0.19)  4.79*** (0.008)  14.4*** (0.001)
Plants (n)  3350 3350 3408 3408 3350 3350  3408 3408  3350  3350  3408  3408
Plant-year observations
(N)
6256  6256 6256 6256  6256  6256
Instruments valid?  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Hausman test (p-value  in
parentheses)
1.52  (0.99)  See  note  no.  7 0.04  (1.00)  0.04  (1.00)  0.00  (1.00)  0.00  (1.00)
Sargan test (p-value  in
parentheses)
0.36  (0.55)  0.42  (0.52)  0.42  (0.52) 0.40  (0.52)  0.07  (0.79)  0.10(0.75)
Notes: (1) Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors in parentheses. (2) Significant at *(p  <  0.1), **(p  <  0.05), and ***(p <  0.01) level. (3) Estimates for industry and location dummies (in OLS and HT  models), and time dummies
(in  HT models) are not shown. (4)  To facilitate interpretation, we mean-centered the continuous variable (Volatility) before interaction (Aiken and West, 1991). (5) Panel models account for AR1 autocorrelation. (6) Hausman test
is  based on the null of validity of instruments. The  Sargan test is based on  the null of validity of over-identifying restrictions. (7) In this case, the Hausman test statistic is negative. Per Greene (2003, p.  83), in case of a  negative
Hausman test statistic, we  consider it to be zero and “by implication, do not  reject the null”.(8) In the interest of space, FE model results are omitted from the table. The FE  results are similar to the HT results, and are available
from  the authors upon request.




H1a ITT is  positively associated with labor productivity No
H1b  ITT is  positively associated with inventory turnover No
H2a  ITIP is  positively associated with labor productivity No
H2b  ITIP is  positively associated with inventory turnover No
H3a  (ITT ×  Volatility) is negatively associated with labor productivity Yes
H3b  (ITT ×  Volatility) is negatively associated with inventory turnover Yes
H4a  (ITIP × Volatility) is  positively associated with labor productivity Yes
H4b  (ITIP × Volatility) is  positively associated with inventory turnover Yes
H5a  (exploratory) (ITT ×  Volatility) is negatively associated with RMI turnover and FGI turnover Yes
H5b  (exploratory) (ITIP × Volatility) is  positively associated with RMI  turnover and FGI turnover Yes
the sample. The correlation coefficients are positive and significant,
further supporting our primary thesis. Fifth, we performed several
diagnostic checks to ascertain the stability of results. We  tested for
normality of residuals, multicollinearity, outliers, and influential
observations, and found no problems or violations of assumptions
(Belsley et al., 1980; Greene, 2003). Last, common method bias is
not of concern as the variables have different sources, the per-
formance variables are accounting (not perceptual) data, and the
IT variables are generally unambiguous (‘use’ versus ‘do not use’)
(Podsakoff et al., 2003).
5. Discussion
5.1. Findings
Our main finding, consistent across a  variety of estimation
approaches and two performance metrics, is that demand volatil-
ity is a significant moderator of the link between IT and operational
performance in the context of supply chains. Consistent with our
hypotheses (Table 7), the IT-performance link is differently mod-
erated by demand volatility depending on whether IT is employed
for  transaction purposes or  used for a  higher level of collaboration
through information partnering. Our thesis finds strong empiri-
cal support when value is  captured in terms of labor productivity
and (total) inventory performance. Our findings suggest that using
interorganizational IT for collaborating with supply chain partners
provides firms with IT-enabled flexibility and dynamic capabili-
ties  to adapt to volatile demand conditions; whereas, firms that
use interorganizational IT at a transactional level are hindered
by the negative impacts of volatility. Moreover, our  exploratory
analysis results suggest that the moderating role of demand volatil-
ity is different, based on the stage of manufacturing where value
(inventory performance) is measured. These results suggest that, in
volatile conditions, in-bound processes and out-bound processes
are where firms can gain maximum benefit from interorganiza-
tional IT-based collaboration in  the supply chain. Taken together,
our findings uncover the contextual value of IT-enabled inter-
organizational business processes to  support OM processes under
differing demand volatility conditions.
The non-significant main effect of ITIP (information sharing),
although unexpected, has precedence in the literature. For exam-
ple, in a study of divisions of manufacturing companies in the food
and packaged goods industry in 1998, Kulp et al. (2004) found
no direct positive association between information sharing and
subjective performance measures, barring sharing of store inven-
tory information. Similarly, the non-significant main effect of ITT,
though unsupportive of H1, is  consistent with a  study of firms in
the automotive, computers and electronics sector. In that study
(Devaraj et al., 2007, p. 1212), “. . .findings indicated that  e-business
capabilities, by themselves, do not directly impact operational per-
formance.”
A potential interpretation of the non-significant main effect
and negative interaction of ITT and VOL is  that in highly volatile
conditions, using rather than not using ITT leads to  worse per-
formance. However, our results can be explained by a  number
of alternate plausible theories. For  example, the plants in  our
study may  not  have developed operational practices or other
organizational, social, and human resource capabilities that  com-
plement ITT and facilitate maximum returns to ITT investment. To
achieve adaptability in complex environments, this includes devel-
oping organizational capabilities for business process flexibility
and dynamic reconfiguration of human resources (Melville et al.,
2004).14
5.2. Theoretical contributions
Our results are new to  the literature and constitute two  primary
theoretical contributions. The first contribution lies in  differ-
entiating how IT is  used or applied (for transactions and for
collaborating/information partnering) with supply chain partners,
and in uncovering the moderating role of demand volatility on the
link between specific types of IT use and operational performance.
This finding complements arguments in the OM literature that
specific manufacturing capabilities and flexibilities are  required in
dynamic conditions (Anand and Ward, 2004; Germain et al., 2008;
Sawhney, 2013; Wong et al., 2011). Our cross-examination of the
type of IT use and demand volatility represents a  contribution to
“interdisciplinary theoretical understanding” of IT-based interor-
ganizational capabilities and demand volatility in  the supply chain
context, in the spirit of calls for research in the literature (Rai et al.,
2006, pp. 239-240; Venkatesh, 2010). Our study enhances theoret-
ical understanding of the moderating role of demand volatility on
the IT-performance relationships, and may  help explain some of
the related mixed findings in OM and IS research (Table 1). More
specifically, our study suggests that ITIP provides dynamic capabil-
ities, and the study reinforces the need to  carefully consider how
IT is  used (Devaraj and Kohli, 2003)  in interorganizational supply
chain processes, to help tease out the impact of demand volatil-
ity on the IT-performance relationship. Thus, our study contributes
to developing theory of “contingencies under which digitization is
more or less successful,” and a  better understanding of the match
of “IT-based capabilities with various conditions under which dig-
itization is more or less successful in  creating business value” (as
Kohli and Grover (2008, p. 29,32) call for) in supply chain contexts.
Our study also reinforces the need for greater transparency of infor-
mation and IT-enabled collaboration among firms in  a  digital world
14 Plants may  also not have reached a level of IT infrastructure sophistication to
benefit from ITT in volatile conditions (Zhu and Kraemer, 2002). For example, if
their  Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems or business process IT systems
were  inflexible or underdeveloped to  leverage ITT, then volatility would have a
more severe impact on ITT value. Finally, ITT may trigger automatic ordering to
an extent that, in volatile conditions, such excess automation may hinder flexibility
and performance (Suarez et al., 1996).
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(Bennis, 2013; Granados and Gupta, 2013; Mithas et al., 2013; Setia
et al., 2013).
Second, whereas extant OM and IS research related to  the mod-
erating role of  environmental conditions has generally considered
the firm as the analysis unit, our research contributes to the lit-
erature by exploring inventory impacts at a  finer level, at various
stages of manufacturing (inbound, in-process, outbound). Although
the  nuances of RMI, FGI, and WIPI have received attention in the
OM literature (e.g., Cachon and Olivares, 2010; Lieberman et al.,
1999), research at the nexus of IT and these forms of inventory is
limited, barring few exceptions (Dehning et al., 2007).  Our study
suggests that the moderating role of volatility on IT value is  seen
at the outward interfaces of the plant. Theoretically, this enhances
understanding of the contingent value of IT use with suppliers and
customers, and the stages of manufacturing at which the contin-
gent value is manifested. In sum, this study contributes to  scholarly
understanding of the contextual nature of the “symbiotic rela-
tionship” between OM and specific uses of IS in the supply chain
(Venkatesh, 2010).
5.3. Practical contributions
Inter-organizational processes and supply chain partnerships
are occurring more widely across industries. Apple Inc., for  exam-
ple, focuses on iPhone design while its partners focus on iPhone
manufacturing. In several industries, innovation networks are
beginning to take hold as firms move from an internally focused
innovation model to  a partnership model. Our study illuminates
IT’s role in these evolving supply chains, in particular, by identi-
fying purposes of IT application that are more appropriate under
highly volatile demand.
Searching for synergies of IT with the environment or market
contexts is an important managerial concern. Our results enhance
managerial understanding of the performance implications of IT
use, when demand is  stable versus volatile. Our study suggests that
using IT for information partnering with supply chain partners is
more likely to provide firms with agility for coping with challenging
business environments characterized by high demand volatility.
Our exploratory analysis suggests that  inbound and outbound
inventory are areas that can benefit the most from IT investment in
volatile demand conditions, suggesting that future studies exam-
ine coupling between plants and suppliers and customers to  test
underlying mechanisms.
Our study suggests how manufacturers can maximize returns
to IT investment. An important implication for senior executives
is that careful management of IT deployment and use according
to environmental conditions is essential for performance. Fail-
ure to account for the environment, including demand volatility,
can lead to unrealizable expectations of IT’s  impact. Our study
helps managers better understand the impacts of types of IT use,
given the firm’s market context. Supply chain managers facing tur-
bulent conditions might leverage emerging IT like social media
to provide information partnering capabilities for performance
improvement. Our study suggests that investments in such uses
of IT for collaboration may  be more beneficial in  volatile condi-
tions than transactional IT investments. In sum, our  results add to
the comprehensive picture of contingent factors that firms must
consider when making IT investments.
5.4. Limitations and future research
Our study should be viewed in  light of its limitations, which
can be starting points for future research. First, because the
ASM is weighted toward large plants and we do not adjust for
non-respondents to the CNUS, our results may  not  generalize to
non-respondents or plants of all sizes. However, CNUS respondents
account for a  substantial share (roughly 50 to 60%) of U.S.  man-
ufacturing employment and output (Atrostic and Nguyen, 2005).
Second, though our  three-year panel (used for robustness) is  rea-
sonable and consistent with similar approaches in  prior studies
(Black and Lynch, 2001; Bresnahan et al., 2002; Brynjolfsson et al.,
2002; Joshi et al., 2010; Ramirez et al., 2010), future research can
use longer time  series data. Third, our binary IT measures are based
on use, a benefit over measures that just capture the presence of
IT. But this may  also be a  limitation as we do not have more gran-
ular metrics of usage (Devaraj and Kohli, 2003). Still, our binary
metrics can be viewed as a  reliable proxy. Although prior IT value
research has employed binary measures of IT (e.g., Banker et al.,
2006; Heim and Peng, 2010), future work can use more refined
measures. Fourth, our measure of volatility is  on an annual basis.
Future work can use more fine-grained measures based on time-
frames customized for a  firm’s context. Last, demand volatility may
partly be a result of internal process efficiency rather than changes
in customer demand. Nonetheless, demand volatility is  an impor-
tant factor influencing supply chains (Lee et al., 2004).
Our study can motivate much future research at the intersec-
tion of IS and OM.  First, the underlying mechanisms driving the
moderating role of demand volatility need to be empirically stud-
ied. Future research can look at more complex interrelations and
use alternative methods (e.g., structural modeling, case studies) to
examine key OM phenomena underlying the differential impact of
demand volatility on IT value. Second, IS and OM researchers can
examine how IS used for supply chain collaboration (e.g., social
media) may  complement or substitute manufacturing flexibility in
volatile demand conditions. Third, whereas we focused on demand
volatility, future work can investigate IT value under volatile supply
conditions (Rai et al., 2006). Fourth, though we examined two per-
formance measures, future research can study whether our findings
hold for other measures such as innovation or  customer service,
incorporating potential tradeoffs across the measures. Fifth, as dis-
cussed earlier, our  IT variables pertain to  how IT  is used and are
not confined to  specific technologies. Though we do  not  expect
significant changes in results when technologies used are varied,
future work can study modern technologies like business analyt-
ics  or social media to  confirm and refine our findings. Last, our
empirical context, limited to U.S. manufacturing, enhances inter-
nal validity but hinders generalizability. Extending this study to
service sectors or  other countries may  yield new insights.
5.5. Concluding remarks
Analyses such as those described herein can serve as a  platform
for cross-pollination of research from OM and IT. Each literature
provides valuable and complementary perspectives. To the extent
that IT is  a moderator, mediator, or  influencing factor for supply
chain phenomena under different environmental conditions, we
can expect to make progress in the joint research agenda. As  an
example, this study addressed what IT is appropriate in volatile
demand conditions. Future studies can examine demand volatil-
ity when long lead times are required or can compare industries
to see if different types of IT,  IT-enabled capabilities, and agilities
are necessary in different supply chain conditions. Future research
can also address what IT capabilities and agilities are appropriate
to  address supply volatility (e.g., strikes, earthquakes). A research
agenda like this requires the combined efforts of both OM and IT
researchers.
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Appendix A. Details on  census datasets
The CM is conducted every five years and the ASM is conducted
in every non-CM year. The ASM sample reflects USCB’s goal of a  rep-
resentative sample: roughly 52,000 selected from roughly 366,000
plants in CM 1997; of these, about 16,600 selected with certainty
based on size and importance in industry, and about 35,400 selected
with  probabilities proportional to size and importance (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2001). CNUS (83% response rate) was supplemental to the
ASM 1999 (Atrostic and Nguyen, 2005). SPCU covers roughly 17,000
plants chosen with probabilities proportional to the value of ship-
ments in each industry (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010b).
Appendix B. Summary statistics and correlations for the
inventory model
Variables Mean SD 1  2 3 4  5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13  14 15
1 TI −2.29 0.83 1
2  RMI  −3.54 1.17 0.58* 1
3  WIPI −4.35 1.58 0.52* 0.15*  1
4  FGI −3.61 1.53 0.69* 0.21*  0.18* 1
5  ITT 2.58 2.05 −0.01 −0.03* 0.03 −0.02 1
6  ITIP 2.10 2.36 0.00 0.01 0.06* −0.03 0.47* 1
7  Volatility 0.03 0.01 0.14* 0.13*  0.06* 0.05* −0.01 −0.00 1
8  Capital 10.2 1.35 −0.10* −0.11* −0.03  −0.07* 0.15* 0.10* −0.08* 1
9  Materials 10.49 1.34 −0.21* −0.19* −0.14* −0.12* 0.11* 0.09* −0.18* 0.74* 1
10  PCU 0.68 0.20 0.17* 0.12*  0.10* 0.09* −0.05* −0.08* −0.17* 0.19* 0.22*  1
11 Size 5.86 0.94 −0.09* −0.07* 0.05* −0.08* 0.19* 0.18* −0.17* 0.70* 0.70*  0.14* 1
12 Multiunit 0.93 0.24 −0.02 −0.04* −0.03  −0.01 0.04*  0.01 −0.01 0.22* 0.19*  0.03* 0.16* 1
13 Plant age 24.8 6.37 0.06* −0.00 0.05* 0.06* 0.07*  0.06* −0.05* 0.15* 0.09*  0.02 0.14* 0.07* 1
14  GROW −0.09 0.31 −0.16* −0.14* −0.11* −0.06* −0.05* −0.06* −0.38* −0.03 0.13*  0.21* 0.04* −0.03* −0.04* 1
15 Number of products 2.09 1.62 −0.02 −0.03* 0.03 −0.00 0.04*  0.01 −0.08* 0.21* 0.22*  0.02 0.23* 0.05* 0.14* 0.05* 1
16  Concentration 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.00  0.06* −0.08* 0.06*  0.04* 0.05* 0.09* 0.11*  −0.00  0.12* 0.04* −0.03  −0.06* 0.00
Notes: (1) * Denotes significance at ˛  =  0.05. (2) The minimum and maximum values are not reported because the USCB prohibits their disclosure. (3) year =  1999; n =  3350.
Appendix C. Extension of ITT and ITIP for panel estimations
Consistent with research in economics and IS (Black and Lynch,
2001; Brynjolfsson et al., 2002; Bresnahan et al., 2002; Joshi et al.,
2010; Ramirez et al., 2010), we extend the CNUS data by assuming
that IT usage reported in CNUS 1999 is  the same in 2000 and 2001.
This extension is reasonable for many reasons. First, e-business sys-
tems are important investments requiring time for planning and
implementation. Consistent with Bresnahan et al. (2002), while we
do not know the exact level of IT use in  1999–2001, the 1999 meas-
ures reflect IT use during that time frame. Second, ITT and ITIP
comprise multiple measures: nine for ITT and twelve for ITIP. It
is unlikely that over the short span of extension, a  plant’s use of
IT would change significantly over all or many of these measures.
Also, our findings are robust to  the exclusion of some measures
of ITT and ITIP. So even if some measures changed in 2000/2001,
it would not largely impact our  results. Third, beyond quantity
usage changes in IT, no large quality changes in IT took place in
1999–2001. Even if disruptive innovations took place during this
time, it is  unlikely that many firms, even early adopters, were able
to invest in, learn, and implement such new technologies in the
short time  period. Fourth, extension of one-time data in  subsequent
years is  not without precedent (Black and Lynch, 2001; Bresnahan
et al., 2002; Brynjolfsson et al., 2002; Joshi et al., 2010; Ramirez
et al., 2010). These studies show that IT and organizational factors
involved in  a  system of change are  complements; these system
factors as a  whole evolve simultaneously. Indeed, research sug-
gests that impacts from such systems evolve over a 5- to 7-year
timeframe (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2003; Brynjolfsson et al., 2002).
Assumption of continued use after single reporting is consistent
with prior IS research (Joshi et al., 2010, p. 481) who “assume that  if
an IT application was reported in  use at a specific year, then it would
be used in future years”. In sum, while we do not have exact meas-
ures of IT use in 2000 and 2001, we argue conservatively that the
extended measures are  related to  the actual measures; and our  esti-
mated signs and significances are robust to data extension, given
no observed systematic changes in the period.
Appendix D. Details on panel estimation models
We  considered fixed-effects (FE) and random-effects (RE) panel
models (Greene, 2003). Hausman tests indicated that RE model is
inconsistent whereas the FE model, though inefficient, is consistent
(Hausman, 1978). Hence we use FE models with White’s correc-
tion (White, 1980) and year dummies to respectively account for
heteroskedasticity and year-specific heterogeneity.
FE  does not estimate time-invariant ITT and ITIP; we use
Hausman–Taylor models (HT) that permit their estimation with-
out the strong assumption (of RE)  that all variables are uncorrelated
with plant effects (Hausman and Taylor, 1981).Another advantage
of HT models is that external instruments are not  needed, but are
instead constructed from inside the model, based partly on time-
variant variables considered exogenous to (uncorrelated with)
unobserved plant effects, and partly on deviation from group means
of time-variant variables considered endogenous to (i.e., correlated
with) plant effects; model consistency, instrument validity, and
theoretical choice of exogenous variables are tested by  Hausman
test (Greene, 2003). Also, HT is  more efficient than FE(Hausman and
Taylor, 1981). HT thus test H1–H2, and provide robustness with FE
for H3–H5.
For identification, the HT model requires at least as many
exogenous time-variant variables as endogenous time-invariant
variables (Greene, 2003). As we have two  potentially endogenous
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time-invariant variables (ITT, ITIP),15 we need at least two time-
variant exogenous variables. The two best candidates are CONC
and plant AGE, for following reasons. First, CONC is likely driven by
external factors like customers and regulators, and so is  unlikely
correlated with plant unobserved effects. This is consistent with
research that treats market characteristics as exogenous to  firm
effects in HT models (Pfaffermayr, 1999). Second, as plants age,
time-invariant effects, by  definition, do not change. Also, as aver-
age AGE in our samples is roughly 25 years, and ASM is  weighted
toward large and important plants (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010a), sur-
vival is unlikely a  key issue  for the plants. Further, as unobserved
effects cannot alter the course of time, feedback from effects to AGE
is unlikely. Hence, AGE is unlikely correlated with unobserved plant
effects. Thus, consistent with studies that treat firm age as exoge-
nous to firm unobserved effects in HT  models (e.g., Engberg et al.,
2004), we treat AGE as exogenous to plant effects.
Nonetheless, we acknowledge the challenge of identifying
exogenous variables based on theory alone.16 Hence we test
the validity of instruments resulting from the use of partic-
ular variables as exogenous. The validity of instruments and
choice of doubly exogenous (exogenous to individual effects
and idiosyncratic error term) or singly exogenous (exogenous
to only the error term) variables can be tested by the Haus-
man  test; a non-significant test statistic indicates HT model
consistency (Hausman and Taylor, 1981). The tests indicated
instrument validity, supporting our choice of AGE and CONC.
As the time dummies are exogenous and time-variant by def-
inition, we have more time-variant exogenous variables than
are needed. Hence, we ran Sargan overidentification tests; the
non-significant statistics suggested instrument validity and model
appropriateness (Sargan, 1958). Last, as is common practice, we
estimate the inventory panel models controlling for autocor-
relation. Specifically, we used FE models accounting for AR(1)
autocorrelation (Rumyantsev and Netessine, 2007), and we fol-
lowed the procedures specified in Boulding and Christen (2003)
to account for AR(1) autocorrelation in HT models.17
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